Experimental Aircraft Association
Chapter 24 / Oklahoma City, OK
November 2019
Upcoming Meeting Information
When: November 14th, 2019, Beginning at 7:00 PM
Where: Sundance Airport (KHSD)
13000 N Sara Rd, Yukon, OK 73099
Phone: (405) 373-3886
http://sundanceairport.com/
The meeting room is on the 2nd floor of the main terminal. Arrive early to socialize with your fellow aviation enthusiasts.
Travel 1.3 miles West of the Kilpatrick Turnpike on the Northwest Expressway,
then 0.9 miles North on Sara Rd to airport entrance.
Google Maps Link: http://goo.gl/maps/Q1dU9

Previous Chapter Minutes
October 10, 2019
Meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm by Chapter President, Jim Putnam
Minutes from the September meeting were approved.
Members in attendance: 26
New attendees: 2 (Lora Gallman and Alex Gallman)
Young Eagles:
The Guthrie Airport open house/family day was September 14 and there were fifty-one Young Eagles flown.
On September 28, there were fifty-five Young Eagles kids flown at Sundance airport. Airplanes and pilots and volunteers are needed for Watonga on October 12.
Pancake Breakfasts:
Scheduled for every 4th Saturday along with Young Eagles flights. Sundance Airport. The October breakfast is October 26.
• Kitfox:
Go to the EAA Chapter 24 website and click on the “Kitfox Project Progress Info” for current financial expenditures, pictures, who
worked, and updates on the Kitfox project. Eric gave an update. Fabric lacing on the wings is in progress. It is estimated that about
1000 hours of work is remaining to complete the project.
• Fly-out: The fly-out to Liberal, KS is TBA.

Previous Chapter Minutes, Continued
October 10, 2019
Old Business:
• The Oklahoma Aeronautics Commission request for pilot volunteers to give Oklahoma legislators rides at
Shawnee RGNL Airport on September 24 was canceled due to weather.
• The Ray Aviation Scholarship fund has had an increase for 2020. The fund for EAA to award to scholars will
be increased to $1.2M.
New Business:
• The question was raised “Do we want to start a Young Eagles build and fly program?” Discussion ensued as to who and what
might be required to support this program. No action was taken.
• Steve Schmitt gave a chapter Treasurer’s report.
• It was announced that Paige Adkins will be going to Army basic training and then to helicopter training at Ft Rucker, AL. There
will be a going away party on October 12 at Gary Manning’s hangar.
• October 26 will be the final pancake breakfast at Sundance airport for the year.
• Monthly EAA video
The next meeting is November14, 2019
(Meetings are 2ND Thursday of the month, 7:00pm, Sundance airport)
Meeting adjourned at 8:35pm
Submitted by Dan Burdette

EAA Chapter 24 On-Line
Website: http://www.24.eaachapter.org/

Recent Young Eagles totals:
Watonga on 10/12/19:
Ground Crew: Steve Schmitt
Jerry Calvert
Travis Scafe
TOTAL

3
2
5

Yahoo Groups: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/EAA- Positive Tomorrow's at KHSD on 10/17/2019
Ground Crew: Steve Schmitt
Chapter-24/
Pat Cohenour
Jerry Calvert
Jim Harris
TOTAL

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/EAA24

Young Eagles

8
2
2
12

Chapter Pancake Breakfast at KHSD on 10/26/19
Ground Crew: Dan Burdett, Victoria Steven, Pristine
Stevens, Gary Manning and Steve Schmitt
Pat Cohenour
Jim Harris
Jim Putnam
Mark Johnson
Darrell Stamper
Nathan White
TOTAL

20
4
12
10
9
6
61

Upcoming Y/E Events are dis- Upcoming Young Eagles events:
cussed at each Chapter
meeting. The Chapter has an
• None to report
on-going need for pilots and
ground crew for our support of
this program.
From Our Members
Please contact Pat Cohenour to be added to his contact list so he can coordinate chapter support for
Young Eagles events. You do not need to be present at the chapter meeting to volunteer. Thank
you!

On the next page please find a recent newspaper article about our Young Eagles flights featuring Jim Putnam.
Also please find a note from the going away
party for Paige Adkins.

Pilot's tip of the week

Safety

PILOT'S TIP OF THE WEEK
Obstacle Departure Procedures
Featuring Wally Moran
Subscriber question:

Obstacle departure procedures are not mandatory unless of course, it was included with the
ATC clearance. Typically the ATC clearance will
not include the ODP unless the controller assigns it for separation. It is the pilot’s responsibility to avoid obstacles until at or above the
minimum vectoring altitude.

"Are pilots required to fly an Obstacle Departure Procedure (if one is available) when The Aeronautical Information Manual spells out
departing into IMC?" - Dave T.
best practices for pilots. Here is what it says
about departure procedures.
Each pilot, prior to departing on an IFR flight
should:

Wally:

“Obstacle departure procedures or ODPs are
one way to depart an airport safely in IMC conditions.

•

Consider the type of terrain and other obstacles on or in the vicinity of the departure airport.

•

Determine if an ODP is available.

•

Determine if obstacle avoidance can be
maintained visually or if the ODP should be
flown.

•

When an instrument approach is initially established for an airport, the need for departure
procedures is assessed. The procedure designer
conducts an obstacle analysis. If a departing aircraft may turn in any direction from a runway
within the limits of the assessment area and remain clear of obstacles, that runway passes
what is called a diverse departure assessment
and no obstacle departure procedure is established. The fact that an obstacle departure procedure is established means there is something
in the way of departing aircraft like maybe a big
pile of rocks.

Consider the effect of degraded climb performance and the actions to take in the
event of an engine loss during the departure.
(I guess this assumes you have more than
one engine.) Pilots should notify ATC as soon
as possible of reduced climb capability in
that circumstance.
So, while ODPs are not mandatory, they sure
look like a good idea to me. If you choose to do
it on your own, just remember those rocks and
towers won’t be getting out of your way and it
now becomes your job to figure out how to miss
them.”

Safety
From the Piper Owner Society.
20 TIPS FOR VFR FLIGHT
Posted by Bill Cox | Lessons From The Logbook

VFR flying can be more difficult than you might imagine. Investigators study accident statistics with reports of
highly qualified pilots getting themselves into unfathomable situations, usually as a result of a tragic comedy
of errors.
Accordingly, I’ve put together a series of suggestions that cover a variety of problems and situations. There
are only 20 listed below, but one could add another 50 or so without breaking a sweat. Some of these don’t
relate to emergencies; they’re associated with common-sense procedures to make VFR flying easier, safer,
and more fun.

1. Despite the near-universal adoption of GPS for en route navigation, resist the temptation to simply dial
up the identifier of your destination and fly direct. Consider instead putting together a flight plan that includes slight deviations to stay near highways, airports, or flat terrain. You’d be amazed how far you can deviate from a great circle route without adding significantly to total distance.
2. Think twice about cruise altitude. On short trips, the tendency is often to level at 4,000-7,000 AGL. Higher
is nearly always better for several reasons. Fuel burn is less, the airplane may actually be faster up high and
range will be extended. Most general aviation airplanes can reach 8,000-10,000 feet in only five to seven
minutes more, and they’ll be above much of the other traffic, benefit from longer radio range, usually operate above the convection layer in smoother air, and have a larger pad of sky beneath them in the event of a
problem.

Safety, Contd.
3. While it’s true you don’t always have to fill the tanks, and tankering six hours of fuel for a one-hour flight
is excessive — you have to burn fuel to carry fuel — remember the catchphrase of many fighter pilots: The
only time you can have too much fuel on board is when you’re on fire. You may never know what circumstances will dictate the need for more fuel, but if you don’t have any extra, it won’t matter. It’s nearly always
a good idea to carry as much fuel as practical, cabin payload and CG permitting of course.
4. Make it a point to clean at least the windshield and front side windows every time you fly. Well-known
author and humorist Rod Machado does that religiously and if it’s good enough for Rod, it’s good enough for
me. I’ve had too many instances of spotting another aircraft coming right at me only to discover it’s a bug
spot with the light hitting at exactly the correct angle.

5. Get in the habit of minimizing extra weight by storing it in your locker or hangar. Obviously, this applies
equally to VFR and IFR flying. Extra weight slows you down. You might be surprised at the amount of useless
junk you’re carrying around for no good reason. I did a little housekeeping to my airplane a few months ago,
and managed to find 50 pounds of miscellaneous stuff that I’d been too lazy to offload; extra oil, extra tool
kits, extra tiedown kits, charts for most of the Western Hemisphere, kneeboards, enough pens to write War
and Peace, four sets of chocks (metal, wood, composite, and unidentified), several IFR hoods, a couple of
outdated show programs for EAA AirVenture Oshkosh, five life preservers (for a four-seat airplane), three
cans of wax, two backup portable GPSs — you get the idea. Also, store whatever you do carry aboard as far
aft in the airplane as convenient. The farther aft the CG (obviously inside the envelope), the faster you’ll
cruise.
6. When you’re through using an air vent, remember to close it. Most general aviation airplanes don’t have
air conditioning so many of us open the air vents in hot weather and forget to close them until winter. That
introduces what aeronautical engineers call parasite drag just as surely as opening a window and sticking
your hand in the wind. Even if the actual vent doesn’t disrupt the airflow, the disturbed air associated with
the vent will add drag.
7. It’s good sense to use flight following whenever you can, especially around heavily congested airspace.
The FF controller usually has some very sophisticated radar at his or her disposal, very likely more exotic
than the TIS/TCAS you have on your panel (if you’re that lucky). Flight following can be especially valuable if
your trip is long, over water, or over remote terrain. If you have a problem, you won’t need to scramble to
find the proper frequency. (Out in the boonies, I keep one radio set on 121.5 MHz anyway in case I or someone else needs help.) A flight following controller can also help keep you clear of restricted or prohibited
zones and advise when they’re “hot.” Also, each subsequent controller will automatically update the altimeter setting with every handoff.
8. Route around big cities whenever possible. Traffic is usually lighter; smog isn’t as much of a problem;
fuel, ramp and parking prices generally are lower in the boonies; and you’re less likely to receive vectors
away from your course line or have altitude restrictions to deal with.
9. Be smart about descents and don’t automatically start down at 500 fpm (as I did for years). In winter, you
may want to stay high as long as possible to maximize the effects of tailwinds. Similarly, hot surface temps in
summer may dictate the same technique to avoid the heat and convective turbulence down low. If there are
gathering clouds ahead, you may want to descend early to make certain you don’t get trapped on top.

Safety, Contd.
10. Don’t be paranoid about turbulence. You don’t need to reduce to maneuvering speed for every little
bump in the sky. I flew with a G-meter in my first airplane — only because I had an open hole in the panel
and needed to fill it with something cheap — and I was amazed to discover that I almost never encountered
an “air pocket” (as the media likes to call them) stronger than 1.5-2g. If you’re uncomfortable, do whatever’s
necessary, but don’t assume the airplane will start coming apart every time you fly through a section of cobblestone sky.
11. Think ahead for cross-country trips. Take along updated charts, food, water, pilot relief bags, a big watch,
an extra pair of Ray-Bans, and survival gear as necessary. Don’t forget life vests if you’re flying over large expanses of water. Everyone knows you need vests for ocean crossings, but the Great Lakes and even some rivers can also demand a vest and sometimes a raft. If you’re flying in remote areas, consider including a survival weapon. I carry a .22 rifle/20-gauge shotgun over and under. Yes, I’m aware there can be legal implications
to carrying a rifle in some states, but I’d rather have it and not need it than need it and not have it.
12. Conversely, remember that water can be your best friend in some circumstances over landlocked trips. A
friend was ferrying a new Mooney to Europe a few years back and suffered a total engine failure over the
Swiss Alps. The terrain in every direction was near vertical so he picked out the biggest flat spot he could
find, an alpine lake, and ditched the airplane rather than attempt a dead stick landing against the side of a
mountain. The airplane got very wet, but he swam away uninjured.
13. Temper your judgment about flying in high mountain terrain at all if you can avoid it. Yes, it’s beautiful,
especially with popcorn cumulus floating by, but there may be little margin for error if you accidently enter a
cloud. A while back, two good friends, both excellent IFR-rated pilots, flew a new Caravan straight into the
side of a hill near Palm Springs, apparently another CFIT (controlled flight into terrain) accident. A 180-degree
turn won’t necessarily solve your problem — it may make it worse if clouds have closed in behind you — but
it’s a far safer bet than continuing without a clearance or any idea where the tall rocks live.
14. If you fly with a panel-mounted GPS, as nearly everyone does these days, consider buying a portable
backup. I carry two backups on most ferry flights. That way I have a tie breaker in case they disagree. Panel
mounts typically have their own dedicated battery specifically designed to avoid losing position information
following an electrical power failure, but depending upon your situation, that may not be enough. You can
find some excellent, used Garmin portables for less than $500, a small investment for the extra security.
15. Avoid flying at any limit speed. Vne is the obvious worst one but there are a dozen others. Vle, max landing gear extension speed, is often specified to save the gear doors. Violate it consistently, and those doors
may eventually fail. It’s the same with flap extension speed, Vfe. If you use gear and flaps to decelerate, do
so only well within the specified limit speeds.
16. Even if you’re not IFR rated, consider carrying a set of Low Altitude Enroute charts for the trips you make
most often. A Low Altitude chart can provide you with IFR minimum en route altitudes, an instant measure of
safe altitude along established routes. You’ll also have an easy reference to leg distances between VORs and
airports (sometimes). IFR charts also provide sector frequencies in case you need help and there’s no one
awake on 121.5 MHz.
17. Everyone knows you should scan the airspace around you for other traffic, but the most neglected quadrant of see-and-be-seen is directly behind you. Studies of midair collisions have shown that the most likely
risk is from the rear. That’s especially true during descents when a following aircraft overruns preceding
traffic. If you’re descending, try throwing in some slight turns occasionally and check your six for what might
be gaining on you.

Safety, Contd.
18. Think at least three times about flying VFR at night — especially when there’s no moon. A few years back,
the FAA considered requiring additional simulator hours for a night VFR endorsement. The idea didn’t fly, but
there’s no question night flying is more demanding than day VFR. Horizons often vanish at night, clouds become invisible, and ground detail usually fades to black. Night can simulate a black hole, no place for a VFR
pilot.
19. Every pilot without an instrument rating fears the possibility of winding up on top of an overcast with
little fuel, experience, or options. It can happen to anyone, especially aviators who think they’re doing everything right and accidentally allow the clouds to thicken and turn solid below them almost unnoticed. There’s
a special risk over any body of water that can generate instant ground fog. The tendency is for pilots to watch
the sky rather than the ground and barely notice when clouds creep in insidiously and blot out all VFR reference points. For that reason, keep an eye on the lower quadrant to ensure you’re not being seduced into a
situation you’ll have trouble getting out of. Flight watch can give you a warning of the problem by providing
temperature and dew point. If those two numbers are approaching each other, it may be time to look for
someplace else to go.
20. Finally, it’s probably the most common advice offered to new pilots, but don’t wait too long to ask for
help. Whether you’re trapped above clouds, “temporarily disoriented,” or have some other problem, someone on the ground may be able to offer assistance. Many pilots assume any admission of shortcomings in
their flight planning or decision-making will automatically result in a violation. That’s rarely the case. Many
FAA employees are pilots themselves who’ve been there. If you do get into trouble, remember the four C’s of
an emergency other than a loss of power: climb, communicate, confess, and comply. Climb for better radio
reception. Communicate with someone on the ground who may be able to help. Confess the details of your
situation. Comply with any directions. Remember that while this may be your first emergency, the person on
the other end of the radio has likely dealt with the same problem a dozen or more times. He or she has access to information, equipment, and assets that you don’t.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BILL COX
Bill Cox took his first flight in a Piper J-3 Cub in 1953 and has logged some
15,000 hours in 311 different types of aircraft since. He has authored more than
2,200 magazine articles and was the on-camera host of the 1980s TV series “
ABC’s Wide World of Flying.” Bill is currently rated Commercial/Multi/
Instrument/Seaplane/Glider/Helicopter. He can be contacted via email at flybillcox@aol.com.

Opportunities

The following list of upcoming events for April is courtesy of Tom Auerbach, Ponca City
Aviation Booster Club Newsletter Editor. Always verify the event info when making your
plans!
November 16 - Berryville, AR - Carroll County Airport (4M1) Third Saturday events have RETURNED to Carroll County. 08:00 -11:00. ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST, $7.00 donation.
Scrambled eggs, flapjacks, sausage, bacon, OJ.
sweet tea. We're adding a second crew to the KP line...NO MORE WAITIN'!! Get here early
for a good spot on the ramp. Contact: 870-423-8393.

November 16 - Pine Bluff, AR - Grider Field Airport (KPBF) fly-in breakfast 3rd Saturday of
every month. Our specialty is eggs anyway you want them, from fried to eggs Benedict. You
should try our omelets. Come enjoy your breakfast in our WWII style Officers Club. A $7.00
donation gets you all you can eat. Contact: Gerald @ 870-377-2728 or email:
gwloyd@hotmail.com
November 23 - North Little Rock, AR - NLR Airport (KORK) Unicom / CTAF
123.075: EAA chapter 165 Super Breakfast by donation on the 4th Saturday every month.
Starts at 8:00 and goes until 10:00. We strive to make it a Super Breakfast by having all the
usual things you expect plus whatever extras we can dig up like blueberry pancakes, French
toast, hash browns, fresh fruit, omelets and eggs cooked to order all for an $8 contribution kids half price. Our cooks love to surprise you with something they thought up. Come hungry and leave overloaded. There is usually RV formation flying by Bulldog Flight right after
breakfast, ride along or fly with them. Contact Marvin Homsley
419 360-7414 or email: marvin@buckeye-access.com
November 23 - Jonesboro, AR - Classic Airstrip (23AR) 9:00 AM EAA 437 Classic Pilot Association now sponsoring our $5.00 breakfast at 8 am the last Sat of every month. Flyers or non
flyers welcome. Contact Gary Hillis
870 514 4191.
November 30 - Jonesboro, AR - Classic Airstrip (23AR) 9:00 AM EAA 437 Classic Pilot Association now sponsoring our $5.00 breakfast at 8 am the last Sat of every month. Flyers or non
flyers welcome. Contact Gary Hillis
870 514 4191.

Opportunities, Contd.

The following list of upcoming events for April is courtesy of Tom Auerbach, Ponca City
Aviation Booster Club Newsletter Editor. Always verify the event info when making your
plans!

Saturday, December 7, 2019
Ponca City Aviation Booster Club Fly-In/Drive-In Breakfast – 7-10AM
Ponca City OK Regional Airport (KPNC)
Fantastic food; very well attended long running event. For a suggested $8.00 donation (and
well worth it) you can have pancakes, scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, potatoes, biscuits &
gravy, orange juice, coffee, and fruit. Sponsored by PNC airport booster club on the first Saturday of every month rain or shine. Contact Bruce Eberle 580-761-5884 email:
ou444@yahoo.com
December 7 - Morrilton, AR - Morrilton Municipal Airport (KBDQ) 9:00 AM until all food is
gone. Full Breakfast with Petit Jean Sausage & Bacon.
Sponsored by EAA 1590. EAA Meeting will follow breakfast. This will be a recurring event on
the first Saturday of the month. Contact: 501-472-1197

Classified
On-line resources for buying and selling aircraft:
http://www.trade-a-plane.com/
http://www.barnstormers.com/
http://www.aso.com/
http://www.globalplanesearch.com/
————————————————————————

Light Sport Trainer

(Posted Oct 19)

Classified
Wanted
Bill Gras, a EAA member, living in Lexington, Ok. I am
a private pilot on single engine land and glider. What
I am looking for is a CFI pilot that can check me out in
a Challenger II LSA airplane. Any help there with a
owner of a Challenger II or a CFI in a Challenger? Thank you blygee@gmail.com
(Posted Jul ‘19)

—————————————————————————————————

Tony Plant sales@southernwingsaircraft.com is assisting in the sale of three planes in Ponca City owned
by a long-time pilot who passed away.
Per Tony they all need work to fly again and appear to
have not flown for 10+ years. An Aeronca Champ
(~$10k), a Baby Ace (~$6k) and a Superfly (~$2,500).
They appear to be in decent shape considering they
have sat a long time. May be a lot of parts included.
The owner’s son has located the logs. You can contact the owners son, Donny Hector at 405-818-6843
and text is the best way to get hold of him. He lives in
Edmond and his mom lives in Ponca so not easy to
get any other pictures or specs. N2748A, NC81520,
XN7178B
(Posted Jul 19)

Classified
OKC AREA AIRPARK HOME (2OK7) 805 Redbud Lane,
Newcastle, OK. Located at the end of a dead-end paved
street/taxiway on Cole Airpark (2OK7). 1,980 SF, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home, 2 car garage on a 150'x300' lot. Grass
runway is 2600x150. Home has 2 wells, one for house and
one for yard, Septic system, Gas fireplace, Central A/C with
Heat Pump, Detached 20x20 workshop, Fenced back yard
perfect for your dogs, In-ground storm shelter has a light
and electricity receptacles. Plenty of room to build your own
hangar! • $220,000 Contact Jordan Croft, Owner 406-9453083. (posted Mar ‘19)

Pristine 1946 Cessna 120 1605 total time
This airplane has won many trophies including “Ladies’
Choice” at the national convention of the Cessna 120/140
association. Most recent trophy in September, 2018.
To receive a photo album by email contact:
Dr. Jim Smith,
St. Joseph, MO
smithdocjim@gmail.com
816-262-8370
Cessna 120
NC77453
S.N. 11897
Continental 85 H.P.
TTAF
SMOH
STOH

1605
384
47 cylinders yellow tagged

Complete restoration and electrical system upgrade to all
new components completed in 2000
Cessna 150 exhaust system
Stitts Polyfiber
Aerothane paint
Polished aluminum
Airtex interior
Hooker harness
Whelan wingtip strobes
Wing tip position lights
Left wing landing lights
Original Cessna 120 wheel pants
Scott 3200 tailwheel
Venturi driven gyros
Bracket air filter
New Concord sealed battery
New Fuel selector valve
New Cleveland wheels and brakes
New parking brake upgrade
New tires
New intercom
New cabin air vents
New carb heat box
New carb overhaul with yellow tag
King KT 76A, mode C, certified in July, 2018
King KY 97A
ELT
$29,500
The previous owner, a good friend, pampered this plane
for 40 years. I purchased it from him with the intent to
bring it up to perfect condition and sell it. It is a delight to
fly. Straight and level with hands-off, it indicates 105 mph.
Everything works. There has been no expense spared in
preparing this gorgeous old bird for the next owner. It draws
a crowd and wins trophies everywhere it goes.

Classified

VOLKSPLANE VP-1 • $7,000 • FOR SALE TO GOOD
HOME • Built in 2008, this VP-1 was constructed with
fantastic craftsmanship. I am the second owner. It has
always been Hangered and well maintained. Flown
Regularly. 461hrs TT engine and airframe. Powered
by a 1835 Great Plains VW. Flys like a dream! Comes
with Comtronics full face helmet. • Contact Alan
Green, Owner - located Ponca City, OK United
States • Telephone: 5803522117 • Posted September
1, 2019
https://www.barnstormers.com/ad_detail.php?
id=1501240&catid=18671

———————————————————————If you wish to list an item for sale, please contact the
newsletter editor at piperflyer76@hotmail.com
If your item sells, please notify us so we can remove
it. Adds greater than 6 months old may be deleted.

(posted Mar ‘19)

—————————————————————————————

Fun Places to Fly Within 100 Miles of KOKC

old and new. We eat about 11:30 to 12:00 and have burgers hot
dogs and in the winter chili and Cajun food.

PLEASE VERIFY INFORMATION WHEN PLANNING TO ATTEND
ANY OF THE LISTED EVENTS!

Thomas P. Stafford Airport - Weatherford, OK (KOJA, 53 miles)

Weatherford's airport hosts the outstanding Thomas P. Stafford
Museum, memorializing the NASA space program and General
Annie Okie's Runway Cafe - Bethany, OK (KPWA, 9 miles)
Stafford's contributions including the Apollo-Soyuz program.
Right under the control tower. There is a great view of the run- Weatherford is a thriving college town that can easily be exway. Good food! Monster cinnamon rolls. Oven-baked omelets. plored with one of the airport's courtesy cars. Fuel is relatively
Daily lunch specials. Monday through Saturday 7am-3pm. Sun- inexpensive too. One of our favorite stops!
day 8am-3pm.
ADM Pancake Breakfast - Ardmore, OK (KADM, 71 miles)
Echo Canyon Resort - Sulphur, OK (F30, 60 miles)

Fly-In Pancake Breakfast.
Every second Saturday 08:00
to 10:00 in the Hanger directly behind the control tower.
Sponsored by Lakeland Aviation. Free to all, donations
are accepted. Come enjoy breakfast and great fellowship with
old friends and make some new one! See you there.

The brochure accurately
describes this wonderful
place as a beautiful resort
specializing in romantic
luxury lodging and fine
dining. It is located on 30
acres in the Arbuckle
Mountains, and is owned and beautifully managed by Joe and
Carol Vanhorn, two of the finest folks you will ever meet. If you Lake Murray State Park & Lodge - Overbrook, OK (75 miles)
call ahead, Carol or Joe will have you picked up at the airport by
Lake Murray State Park has an Air Strip right next to a beautiful
one of their friendly staff. Give them a call.
golf course. Go into the golfing shop and
call the Lake Murray Lodge and they will
come pick you up. Great place to eat and
Ozzies Diner - Norman, OK (KOUN, 11 miles)
spend the night.
On airport home-style diner with airport view. All you can eat
breakfast! Come hungry.
Appears 1F1 closed last year. X’s on runway. For a lake destination, try 0F7 for
golfing at Fountainhead Creek golf course.
Libby's Cafe - Goldsby, OK (1K4, 16 miles)
(98 miles)
A great little country cafe with a big menu.
Relatively inexpensive but good food. Live
Enrique's - Ponca City, OK (KPNC, 84 miles)
music on weekends, usually in the evening.
Enrique's is on the field in the terJust a short walk across the interstate overminal building. Great Mexican food.
pass from the airport...you can see the sign
There is a self service 24 hour
for Libbys, just look west. Libbys will usually
pump for 100LL that takes CC. The
come pick you up if you need a ride. Hours:
Ponca City Aviation Booster Club
TUESDAY through THURSDAY, 6AM to
holds a fly in breakfast there the
12AM, FRIDAY and SATURDAY, 7AM to 2AM, SUNDAY, 9AM to
first
Saturday
of
each
month.
3PM.
CAFE
CLOSED
MONDAY.
Map:
http://
www.libbyscafe.com/images/map2.jpg

Oklahoma Antique Airplane Association Fly In - Pauls Valley,
OK (KPVJ, 45 miles)
The Oklahoma Antique Airplane
Association has a monthly
meeting/fly in at or club house
on the northwest corner of the
PVJ field, once a month on the
first Saturday. Come join in on
the fun! You don't have to fly an
antique in, we have cars, motorcycles, and every kind of airplane

Ponca City Aviation Boosters - Ponca City, OK (KPNC 84 miles)
Ponca City Aviation Booster Club hosts a breakfast fly-in the first
Saturday of each month. 7 to 10 AM. $8.00 for adults and $4.00
for children under 12. Pancakes, Scrambled Eggs, Sausage, Bacon, Potatoes, Biscuits & Gravy, Fruit, Orange Juice, and Coffee.
Soda Pop or Bottled Water – $1.00 extra. Proceeds are used for
education and the promotion of aviation to young people of all
ages.
Volunteer help provided by: Ponca City Aviation Booster Club,
EAA Chapter 1046, Ponca City High School and others. Find
them on Facebook: Ponca City, OK Monthly Fly-in/drive-in
Breakfast
Contacts:
Bruce Eberle

580-761-5884 ou444@yahoo.com

Bert Blanton

580-762-3794 bert@cableone.net

Don Nuzman

580-767-0470 nuzumdl@poncacityok.gov

Updated April ‘18
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Destinations Beyond 100 Miles of OKC

Pioneer Flight Museum, Kingsbury, TX (~350 nm South)
http://www.pioneerflightmuseum.org/
Name: Old Kingsbury Aerodrome Airport
Identifier: 85TE
Elevation: 560
Location: N29° 38.038' W97° 48.685'
Runway: 14/32 Grass
Length: 2600 ft.
Caution: Towers on West side of field
Caution: Radio Controlled Model Aircraft Traffic

Chapter 24 Contacts
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Disclaimer:
The Oklahoma City, OK, EAA Chapter 24 is an official chapter of the Experimental Aircraft Association, Wittman Airfield, and
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086. Phone (414) 426-4800.
Chapter 24 was organized to promote aviation in the community, provide camaraderie, sharing of aeronautical knowledge and
skills among those with interest in grassroots aviation and who share the objectives of the Experimental Aircraft Association.
Chapter membership is open to everyone, however our by-laws require that chapter members also be a member of the EAA
national organization. Chapter dues are $15.00 per year, payable on January 1.
Normally our meetings are held on the second Thursday of the month at 7:00 PM at Sundance Airport (KHSD) 1300N Sara Rd,
Yukon, OK 73099. Time, date and place is subject to change. Please check your newsletter for current meeting information.
Newsletter Information: EAA Chapter 24 publishes the newsletter once a month. Its purpose is to inform. Members are encouraged to submit aviation and member related articles to the newsletter editor.

To submit articles, photos or other items for the newsletter as well as ideas, suggestions and corrections, contact: Chip
Heinol at piperflyer76@hotmail.com

If you are receiving this newsletter and are not a Chapter 24 member but would like to become one, please call or write to
Steve Schmitt and he will send you an application. If you are a current EAA National member then all the Chapter requires
is your completed application and $15.00. We could use you as a member but member or not you are still welcome at our
meetings.

